Introduction and statement of results.
In this note we indicate a method of performing surgery on piecewise linear ( = PL) manifolds, and show how to prove piecewise linear analogs of theorems on the homotopy type and classification of smooth manifolds 2 (Browder [l] , Novikov [lO] , Wall [13] ).
The basic principles are two: to use normal microbundles instead of normal vector bundles, and to put a differential structure a on a neighborhood V of an embedded sphere S CM that represents a homotopy class we wish to kill. Then smooth ambient surgery can be performed on V", and the resulting cobordism triangulated.
Let Mi, M 2 be closed PL w-manifolds embedded in S n+k with normal microbundles vi, vi. A normal equivalence b: (Mi, vi)~~K-^2» ^2) is a microbundle equivalence b: v\-*vi covering a homotopy equivalence Mi->ikf 2 .
Let T(vi) be the Thorn complex of Vi (see [12] ), and let CiÇE.T n +kT(vi) be the homotopy class of the collapsing map S n+k ->T(vi). We call Ci a normal invariant for Mi. If dM^O, a similar construction defines a normal invariant for M as an element in w n +k (T(vM) , T(vu\dM) 
THEOREM 3. Let (X, A) be a polyhedral pair with both X and A 1-connected y satisfying Poincarê duality in a dimension n^6. Let %be a PL k-microbundle over X with k>n, let e(EH n (X, A) be a generator, and suppose there exists t3CzTr n +k(T($;), T(%\A)) such that fe(j3) =$(e). Then (X, A) is homotopy equivalent to PL manifold with boundary (M, dM) having a normal microbundle induced from £, and having /3 for a normal invariant. Moreover, M is unique up to PL homeomorphism.
This is the PL analog of a result of Wall [13] .
2. Proofs of theorems. We indicate the modification in the proofs of the analogous smooth theorems that are required in the PL case.
To prove Theorem 1, by using the transverse regularity theorem There exists an oriented PL closed (r -1) -connected 2r-manifold P with signature -8 if r = 2q, and with Kervaire-Arf invariant 1 if r = 2q+l. Moreover P-{point} is parallelizably smoothable. It follows [3] that there is a PL embedding P(ZS 2r+2 having a trivial normal bundle on P 0 (the complement of a highest dimensional cell). Therefore the connected sum N # P embeds in S n+k with a normal microbundle/ on (N # P) 0 which coincides with the normal microbundle v of N on No, and which is trivial on the rest of (N # P) 0 . Alternatively, in the middle dimension we could use the method of [14] .
Theorem 2 is proved in a similar way, using the same trick to extend Novikov's proof to the PL case. Since for n^5 any PL homotopy sphere T is a combinatorial sphere (Smale [ll] ), the conclusion of the smooth case, that Mi # T = M 2 becomes Mi = M2 in the PL case.
For Theorem 3 we imitate the proof of Theorem 2 of Wall [13] with the following modification of the immersion argument of [13] . Given a PL map/: D k+l ->M 2k+1 (in the notation of [13] ), assume that/has generic singularities. It follows that H i f(D k+1 )=0 for i>2. Since I\ = 0 for i£2, it follows from [5] that a neighborhood V of f(D k+1 ) in M 2fc+1 has a smoothing o\ Then we approximate ƒ by a smooth map into V ff and proceed as in [13] . BIBLIOGRAPHY 
